Boston Style

B ALANCING B EAUTY & F UNCTION
“Bostonians are uniquely aware of
the importance of history and tradition,”
observes Nicole Hogarty of Nicole Hogarty
Designs. “In our homes, we embrace and
celebrate tradition, but we don’t want to
live in the past. We want our living spaces
to be stylish and reflect our unique personalities and lifestyles.”
An interior designer specializing in
luxury living spaces, Nicole is equally skilled
in renovating existing homes, and in the
interior design of new constructions.
“The size of a
project is not my
primary concern
when accepting
a design commission,” adds Nicole.
“It is important for
clients to know we
are the right fit,
the right team to
bring their vision to
reality.”
While the
choices she makes
for her clients are

distinctive, reflecting Nicole’s expertise and sense of style, they never
overpower her clients’ own personalities. The result, whether for
a single room or an entire home, is
an effortless environment that is at
once relaxed and luxurious.
“Design is often organic,” she
shares. “It is not unusual for a
client to start small, perhaps with a bathroom
or small sitting room, and then expand
renovations through several phases, spanning
several years.”
Such trust, extended
through a family’s life, is a
privilege that Nicole embraces to bring her clients’
dreams to life. She focuses
on style over trend, balancing beauty with function.
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“We constantly
stretch ourselves,” says
Nicole. “Thirteen years
ago, my clients wanted
more traditional design
elements. With today’s
easy Internet access
to information, clients
now embrace contemporary influences from New York, the
west coast, and even other parts of
the world.
“It is exciting to blend my clients’
personal choices with designs that
provide quality and longevity for
their homes.”

Curating the myriad elements of each project, Nicole brings a respect for her
clients and team members
that results in a seamless
process of communication
and execution.
Nicole Hogarty, Owner
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